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Abstract

The Greek government has recently initiated large scale
content blocking that leads to Internet censorship. In
this article we analyze the techniques and policies used
to block content of gambling websites in Greece and
present the implications of the detected underblock-
ing and overblocking. We have collected results prob-
ing eight major broadband and cellular Internet Service
Providers (ISPs) that are a representative sample of In-
ternet usage in Greece, and investigate the methods and
infrastructure used to conduct the content filtering. The
results of this study highlight issues related to how trans-
parently Internet filtering is implemented in democratic
countries and could indicate the presence of unfair com-
petition between ISPs.

1 Introduction

There are many incidents of Internet censorship, which
have usually been reported from countries without demo-
cratic political systems. In the following article we
present methods and techniques to investigate Internet
censorship based on empirical measurements. Further-
more, we present a case study from a democratic coun-
try where we analyze the state of censorship in depth,
demonstrating the viability and usefulness of our ap-
proach.

In Greece, there have been several incidents reported
that indicate ongoing issues of Internet censorship. Start-
ing as early as October 2006, the administrator of a
Greek blog RSS aggregator service blogme.gr has been
sued, arrested and jailed for hosting a link via an RSS
(Rich Site Summary) feed from a blog post containing
allegedly offending content [11]. As a consequence, the
server of blogme.gr was shut down, the hard drives and
the computer systems used by the server administrator
were confiscated even though the service provided by
blogme.gr was unrelated in any way other than linking

the offending blog post via automatic RSS syndication.
In February 2010 ISP Tellas/Wind Hellas blocked the

Piratebay site [1]. In May 2012 the Greek Organiza-
tion for Intellectual Property Collective Administration
(AEPI) went to court against every Greek ISP demand-
ing to censor Ellinadiko.com, a music sharing forum and
Music-Bazaar.com, an MP3 webstore, both under the ac-
cusation of infringing copyright laws [2]. The court or-
dered the ISPs to block the IP addresses of the referred
websites [23].

Later in September 2012 a citizen was arrested on
charges of malicious blasphemy and religious insult af-
ter posting a Facebook page that ridiculed a well-known
Greek Orthodox monk [12]. Following in January 2013,
a politician filed a defamation lawsuit against a Greek
Wikipedia user and administrator, insisting to remove
content hosted on a Greek Wikipedia page related to his
name. Nonetheless he sued the Greek Free / Open Source
Software society that he mistakenly believed to be the or-
ganization running the Wikipedia project [13].

In this article we will focus on censorship implied
by content regulation policies, and particularly an anti-
gambling policy in article 52, law No. 4002/2011 [5]. So
far, there have been only very few and selective data re-
ports available to conduct research in this field in terms of
studies regarding the type of censorship taking place and
the techniques used in order to observe the criteria set by
censors. Our article will try to close this research gap
by systematic empirical measurements across multiple
ISPs. The selected set of ISPs account for the majority of
the fixed and wireless broadband customers [40], [41].

The rest of the article is structured as follows. First
we present related work in Section 2. Then, in Section 3,
we present our methodology, the infrastructure and tools
used to conduct our censorship research. Following we
provide an analysis of the collected set of data per block-
ing method and ISP in Section 4. Continuing in Sec-
tion 5 we analyze the blacklist used to conduct the block-
ing of the resources, we reveal how the ISPs ”broke” the
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email communication with these websites. Conclusions
are given in Section 6.

2 Related Work

So far to the authors’ best knowledge there is minimal
technical literature based on Internet censorship in the
western world. Breindl et al [43] examine the debates
surrounding network filtering in France and Germany,
focusing on the arguments used by opponents and pro-
ponents of Internet blocking. The authors analyse the
outcomes and, the various challenges posed by Internet
blocking to democracy. Aase et al [44] collected mea-
surements and social sciences aspects from three differ-
ent contexts; public wireless networks in USA and mi-
croblogging and chat programs in China. By this com-
parison they attempt to illustrate the importance of the
elements of motivation, resources and time in Internet
censorship.

Furthermore we are providing a brief description of
some censorship related research located outside the
western world which we consider relevant as it pro-
vides a technical perspective related to our research fo-
cus. Wright et al [45] examine the problem of Internet
censorship from a user perspective rather than on a na-
tional level. In their paper they discuss the possibility
to detect the effects of Internet filtering thought differ-
ent providers and services. In a recent article [25] Ged-
des et al. presented the arising issues when using covert
communication channels to circumvent Internet censor-
ship. In his revision of an anti-censorship technologies
taxonomy, Leberknight et al. discusses the challenges
and opportunities of censorship resistant systems [26].
An in-depth analysis by Nabi [27] provides a time-line
(starting from 2006) on the implemented censorship ac-
tivities in Pakistan. He analyses a variety of technical
methods being used and provides some trivial censor-
ship circumvention options. In the same context Arya et
al [28] examined Iranian censoring techniques and tools
applied. Their work consists of a topographical map that
enumerates the categories of the censored websites. Fur-
ther contributions regarding Internet censorship include
reports that have been gathered by the OONI project on
several countries, including Zambia [29], Palestina [30],
USA [32], Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan [31].

3 Methodology

In our censorship research we have used a variety of
common Free and Open Source Software networking
tools for gathering, categorizing, distributing, analyz-
ing data and comparing the results. Since acquiring re-
sults from many ISPs is crucial to form a representa-

Figure 1: Ooniprobe HTTP request test diagram

tive sample, we have probed five ISPs offering landline
broadband connections and three cellular mobile opera-
tors during our research. An analysis can be found in
Section 4

3.1 Set of Data Used for the Tests

We have used the blacklists issued by the Hellenic Gam-
ing Commission (EEEP) (see Section: 5.2), titled:”List
of sites providing gaming and betting services without
authorization in Greece”. The newly formed Indepen-
dent Administrative Authority’s Hellenic Gaming Com-
mission acts as the public body responsible for the con-
trol and supervision of gambling services in Greece and
publishes a blacklist of websites that are offering unli-
censed gambling and betting services to Greek Internet
users. According to article 52, law No. 4002/2011,
A180 [5] gambling and betting websites without a li-
cense specifically for the Greek market is a serious crim-
inal offense for users (players) that interact with or via
these websites, but also for companies that run gambling
businesses and ISPs that allow users to access the unli-
censed websites.

The blacklist was transmitted to 211 ISPs, credit in-
stitutions and competent prosecuting authorities (misde-
meanors Athens prosecutor, financial and e-crime prose-
cution department of financial police). According to [22]
each entry in the blacklist has been revised by EEEP and
was checked by two different echelons, through checks
carried out on two different days and at different times-
of-day [22].

3.2 Collection of Censorship Analysis Re-
ports

The collection of the network measurements took place
during the months of June and August 2014. For our
censorship research we used ooniprobe [21], an applica-
tion developed by the OONI project [14] used by users
and organizations to probe their network for signs of net-
work tampering, surveillance or censorship. Developed
with the idea of ensuring the detection of any interference
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C e r t a i n c e n s o r s h i p : 300
C e r t a i n c e n s o r s h i p ( s i n g l e r e q u e s t s ) : 57
P o s s i b l e c e n s o r m i s t a k e s ( 4 0 4 ) : 72
T o t a l Censored ( C e r t a i n + S i n g l e +

�→ M i s t a k e s ) : 429
−−−−
T o t a l S i n g l e r e s p o n s e s : 65
S i n g l e r e s p o n s e s ove r Tor ( e x c l u d e from

�→ s t a t s ) : 0
C o n t r o l f a i l u r e : 18

Listing 1: Reports Parser Output

with network communications, it aims to collect and pro-
vide high quality reports by using open and transparent
data methodologies freely available to anyone that would
like to process, read and research using a standard com-
mon file format (YAML).

Ooniprobe is the application being used to conduct the
measurements on the ISP networks (both landline and
cellular networks) where we detected network tampering
and content blocking (see Section 4). Ooniprobe pro-
vides a variety of test cases and classes that could be used
to probe the networks. In our research we have deployed
the HTTP Requests test [15]. This performs an HTTP
GET request from a specified list of URLs containing
potentially censored websites over the test network (cen-
sored ISP network) and over the Tor network; the process
is illustrated in Figure 1. It then compares the response
headers and checks if the two responses (the one over
Tor and the one over the censored network) match and if
the proportion of differences between the expected body
lengths is under a specific threshold. In our test cases we
have used a tolerance factor of 80 percent between the
two body lengths. The page body length difference was
proven to be the most effective similarity indicator [42].
Moreover, in order to avoid false positives, results were
further analysed by hand. See Appendix A.2 for a sum-
mary of an ooniprobe test.

For the collection and storage of ooniprobe reports
we have used remotely manage Raspberry Pi embedded
devices. The small footprint, minimal cost and power
requirements make Raspberry Pi an ideal candidate for
distributing it across individuals and organizations, who
would like to contribute results by probing their net-
work for instances of censorship. We have implemented
Lepidopter; a custom boot image [34] based on Debian
GNU/Linux offering a ready to boot image that eases the
installation, configuration, as well as management and
assist in the execution of ooniprobe network measure-
ments tests. Apart from our network measurements Lep-
idopter aims to increase the coverage of censored net-
works around the world. The distribution image with
the source code is freely available under the GNU gen-

d i g + s h o r t A www. n e t b e t . com @213
�→ . 2 4 9 . 1 7 . 1 0

Response : 213.249.29.111

d i g + s h o r t A n e t b e t . com @213 . 2 4 9 . 1 7 . 1 0
Response : (no answer)

d i g + s h o r t A s p o r t . n e t b e t . com @213
�→ . 2 4 9 . 1 7 . 1 0

Response : (no answer)

Listing 2: DNS responses of ’netbet.com’ entries

eral public license version 3 [34]. Our network measure-
ments have been collected from multiple probes and lo-
cations under the same ISPs. Specifically, we have used
at least two different probes per ISP and conduct mea-
surements on different days and time frames to provide
consistent reports. Initially, we have encountered incon-
sistent results between same ISPs on different connec-
tions. The cause of these inconsistencies were due to
the DNS resolvers being used, since many of the ISPs
use DNS Hijacking to enforce the blocking implied by
EEEP. Additionally, we have identified that some of the
ISPs were blocking the TCP requests to port 443, which
resulted to a network timeout when a probe (or a user)
was trying to access any URL entries from the EEEP
blacklist. Note that the users should be receiving a block
page (see Figure 2) that provides information on why this
URL (or domain name) is blocked rather than a network
timeout that could confuse the users to think that there is
some network or server failure.

The size of each result set, over 10 MiB, makes it very
impractical to easily extract results. To be able to ex-
tract meaningful information from ooniprobe’s YAML
output we have created a sample parser in python. The
parser looks for a number of criteria in the headers or
body of the test results from ooniprobe and if there’s a
match, it categorizes the test as being censored or not.
Among these criteria there is a check for headers match
parameter of ooniprobe tests, a check for ISP redirect
URLs in response headers and a search for gamingcom-
mission.gov.gr in response body. The parser also catches
some ooniprobe test failures, for example not being able
to fetch results over Tor. Finally, it displays a summary
of the parser output (see Listing 1).

In this section we are reviewing and processing the
results taken from eight major Greek ISPs, five of them
offering standard landline services (Cyta, Hol, Forthnet,
Ote, Wind) while the other three ISPs are offering mobile
services (Cosmote, Vodafone, Wind).
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Figure 2: Blocked Webpage Screenshot

4 Analysis of Blocking per ISP

Most Greek ISPs have not issued any public report
that notifies their customers and users about the content
blocking of the EEEP blacklist. On 2 August 2014, we
contacted all ISPs via email communication, mention-
ing our research and the related network measurements.
We have inquired the ISPs for clarification about their
filtering policies, specifically how they renew the black-
list, and by which technical means and implementations
the blocking of the content takes places. Additionally,
we have asked them to inform us how they communicate
the content blocking with their customers. Finally, we
have sent a request for comments regarding the block-
ing regulation imposed by EEEP, how the process could
be improved and if they are forced to block other con-
tent upon request or based on another blacklist. Out of
the eight ISPs representatives and support teams that we
contacted, only one (Cyta) replied and directed us to the
EEEP website [17] which was irrelevant to our specific
inquiries. In our reply we repeatedly pointed to our in-
quiries but as of the date of this article submission no
further email communication was received.

4.1 Blocking Methods

4.1.1 DNS Hijacking

ISPs are in control of the DNS servers being used by their
clients’ xDSL routers. Since they can manipulate their
DNS servers’ responses, they can redirect the requesting
clients to anywhere they want. Taking advantage of this
privilege, ISPs modify their resolvers to override cen-
sored domains’ legitimate DNS replies by creating local
zone entries [35]. These entries usually point to a server
that they control where they run a web server that dis-
plays a censorship warning message to the users.

4.1.2 Deep Packet Inspection

Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) is the basis of the most ad-
vanced form of censorship. Special appliances have the
ability not only to look into Layer 3 and Layer 4 head-
ers but to also look inside the payload of each and every
packet. They can distinguish packets going to a server
and either stop them from reaching their target, change
the server’s response, or even redirect the packets to an-
other server. These devices perform a hostile, active,
man-in-the-middle attack on every client connecting to
the network, Internet or Intranet, through them.

In the following, we enumerate the amount of blocked
entries and the blocking methods used by the ISPs to cen-
sor access to web resources. Figure 2 illustrates the land-
ing blocked webpage.

4.2 ISP Analysis

Cosmote ISP (AS 29247) has blocked all the en-
tries of the published blacklist. The HTTP head-
ers included in the hijacked response indicate the
presence of an Apache/2.2.15 web server run-
ning on a Linux based OS (CentOS). The implied
method of blocking is DNS hijacking and the in-
dication of censorship includes the URL string
http://www.gamingcommission.gov.gr/index.php/el/
in the body of the HTTP response.

Cyta ISP (AS 6866) has blocked 81.5% entries of the
published blacklist. The collected HTTP headers indi-
cate the use of the Apache web server. The method
of blocking used is DNS hijacking and 404 HTTP er-
rors. During our network measurements, we detected
at least 80 blacklist entries incorrectly responded with
a 404 HTTP error, ”Not Found” instead of displaying
the filtering warning page. Even though this is probably
because of a misconfiguration of the ISPs’ web server
hosting the warning page, this technique (the fake 404
HTTP error) results in the user not knowing the rea-
son why the resource is inaccessible and is therefore a
transparency issue. Such censorship technique has re-
portedly been used in many countries already [3], [4].
The HTTP response body contains the URL string
http://www.gamingcommission.gov.gr/index.php/el/ but
only for the entries that return a blocking page. We have
been able to identify the fake 404 HTTP errors by com-
paring the results with other ISPs. Cyta introduces a
Google Analytics script on their blocking webpage [16]
which can be used to track users that have tried to ac-
cess the blocked content. Although the blocking page is
hosted on the same website (Cyta main website) the user
tracking application differs.

Forthnet ISP (AS 1241) has blocked 21.91% of the
published blacklist. This is the lowest percentage of
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ISP Blocked Entries Blocking Method Server Fingerprint Overblocking
Cosmote 438 (100%) DNS Hijacking Apache/2.2.15 (CentOS) ✗
Cyta 357 (81.5%) DNS Hijacking, HTTP 404 Apache ✓
Forthnet 96 (21.91%) DNS Hijacking BigIP ✓
Hol 438 (100%) DNS Hijacking lighttpd/1.4.31 ✓
Ote 438 (100%) DNS Hijacking Apache/2.2.15 ✓
Wind 325 (74.2%) DNS Hijacking, HTTP 404 Tellas HTTP Server ✗
Wind Mobile 325 (74.2%) DNS Hijacking, HTTP 404 Tellas HTTP Server ✗
Vodafone 425 (97.03%) DNS Hijacking, DPI WebProxy/6.0 ✗

Table 1: Per ISP list of server fingerprints, overblocking indication, blocked entries and methods

blocked URLs among all ISPs, and this fact is quite
known to the Greek gambling community who advise
users that experience blocking to switch to this ISP. The
number of subscribers of this ISP has been steadily in-
creasing since 2013 [18], bursting the total subscriptions
to a historical record of 1,145,948 [19]. The server fin-
gerprint collected by the HTTP headers indicate the use
of Big IP as part of the network filtering infrastructure.
Upon receiving the hijacked DNS response the user is
being redirected (HTTP 302) to the blocked page URL
http://eeep.forthnetgroup.gr.

HOL ISP (AS 3329) has blocked all entries of the pub-
lished blacklist. The HTTP headers collected state the
use of a lighttpd web server software (with build version
1.4.31). This ISP returns a fake DNS response that redi-
rects (HTTP 301 code) the user to the blocking page with
URL string http://eeepnotice.hol.gr/.

OTE ISP (AS 6799) has blocked all the en-
tries of the published blacklist. It is the only ISP
that takes care to preserve the DNS mail (MX)
records for some of the filtered domains. The
HTTP headers (Apache/2.2.15 (CentOS)) and the
URL string returned on the response HTTP body
(http://www.gamingcommission.gov.gr/index.php/el/)
extracted from our measurements are identical with the
Cosmote ISP, which is part of the same company group.

Wind (AS 25472) and Wind mobile (AS 15617) ISPs
(same company group) have blocked 74.2% of the pub-
lished blacklist. The HTTP headers include the string
Tellas HTTP Server. Apart from the DNS hijacking
blocking method, we detected that at least 65 entries er-
roneously responded with a 404 HTTP error. Four other
entries of the blacklist were redirecting to a page of the
Wind ISP website with the HTTP body string ”landline
services provided by Wind have been suspended”. These
ISPs mislead users by not providing them with the block
page that informs about the gambling law.

Vodafone ISP (AS 12361) uses DNS hijacking for
58 entries that EEEP has published either using HTTPS
URLs on the blacklist or entries that are not pre-
fixed with http:// (the blacklist entries can be found

in [39]. For the rest of them it uses some kind
of DPI/proxy, using Bluecoat’s WebProxy/6.0. If an
HTTP URL does not exactly match the one pub-
lished at the blacklist it is passed on to the original
server, if it matches then the request gets redirected
to http://1.2.3.50/ups/no access gambling.htm. The pro-
cess of determining the DPI blocking by Vodafone is pre-
sented in Appendix A.1.

Another interesting case with this ISP is that for do-
mains that it has filtered using DNS hijacking, sub-
domains of those do not even have an A record
(dns lookup error). That means that some URLs on the
blacklist that contain subdomains are not getting redi-
rected to http://1.2.3.50/ups/no access gambling.htm,
they cannot be resolved and are not accessible at all from
clients. We use the DNS lookup utility dig and queried
the A DNS records for the resources www.netbet.com,
netbet.com and sport.netbet.com using Vodafone NS.
Out of the three queries only one (www.netbet.com) pro-
vided a response which pointed to the host of Vodafone
used for blocking. The DNS lookup queries are listed
in Listing 2. Vodafone ISP has blocked 425 entries of
the published EEEP blacklist, 15 of them returned DNS
lookup errors.

4.3 Collateral Damage
In an announcement [20] published by the commission
addressing the public about the blacklist, they reply to
the question: ”How will (gambling) players be able to
contact the companies since they are now blocked?” and
their response is: ”By advising people to look at their
previous bank transactions where contact details of these
companies might exist”. If the ISPs were actually block-
ing URLs, then emails towards the companies would still
work, but because ISPs interfere and manipulate the DNS
records of the blocked sites, most of them do not even
pay attention to the DNS Mail eXchanger (MX) records
of the gambling companies domains, and a user cannot
email them any more since an MX record points to the
appropriate mail server and specifies how email delivery
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should be routed for a given domain name.
In the process to deliver an email, an SMTP client will

first query the destination domain for an MX record and
if no record is found, it will fall back to look up an A
record (or AAAA record if IPv6 is available) for the do-
main in question and attempt to deliver email based on
these records. Apparently, without any MX records or
legitimate A records for the blacklisted domains in ques-
tion email delivery would be impossible. During our re-
search, we found out that most ISPs have hijacked the
MX records of the domains included in the EEEP black-
list.

In our case the ISPs have spoofed the A records of the
gambling domains to point to a local server or a proxy
server. As a result, any email delivery will fail and the
user will only realize this after hours or even days (de-
pending on their SMTP server configuration). This im-
plies tremendous negative impacts and leads to a restric-
tion of fair markets and business regulations, i.e., a user
trying to communicate with any business (all of the cen-
sored websites are businesses) will find himself unable to
do so. Out of eight ISPs only one (Ote ISP) found to sync
the MX records from some (but not all) of the blacklisted
domains. However, it remains unclear if and how often
these records are updated.

5 Blacklist Analysis

5.1 Blacklist Distribution
The method that EEEP uses to distribute the blacklist to
the ISPs remains unclear. Sources from ISPs claim that
they have never received any updates apart from the very
first time that the blacklist was communicated to them.
At that time they were given instructions to visit the
EEEP website [33] and manually download the black-
list. Since then, there have been three updates to the
original blacklist released, all of them only published on
EEEP’s website in the form of PDF files. One would
have expected that the blacklist was at least in a machine
parsable format to automate the procedure, but that is not
currently the case. So far, there is no automated way to
check for updates of the blacklist, the downloadable PDF
changes filename each time there’s an update, and there
is no Application Programming Interface (API) to query
for updates. The published PDF is not signed by any au-
thority but at least EEEP’s website is using HTTPS and is
redirecting all HTTP requests to their HTTPS equivalent
URLs.

5.2 EEEP Blacklist Analysis
Starting in July 2013 [22], EEEP published a blacklist [6]
containing 401 entries of URLs that do not comply with

the regulations of EEEP as analyzed in Section 3.1. Later
in November 2013, there were 22 new entries added to
the blacklist [7]. Following that, in February of 2014
there were 25 further entries added [8]. Finally, in July
2014 [9] there was one entry removed, summing up the
blacklisted entries to 437. Our measurements tests took
place between June and July 2014, using the third re-
leased version of the blacklist [8].

Upon the latest blacklist update [9] the entry:
http://www.pokerstarsblog.com/ was removed from the
blacklist. We have probed again all ISPs to check if they
have complied with the update of the EEEP blacklist, un-
fortunately many of them were still blocking the entry,
the results (overblocking column) are listed in Table 4.
The complete blacklisted entries can be found in [39].

Throughout the blacklist analysis we determined that
the entries contain duplicate, malformed and unavailable
entries. Malformed entries do not follow certain speci-
fications such as URL canonicalization, contain spelling
mistakes, and query parameters in URLs with reserved
characters such as the strings ’#_’ and ’action=’ that
should be first encoded [10] prior to any distribution and
publication of the blacklist.

• 28 entries (6.39%) are duplicate domains (with dif-
ferent URLs).

• 17 entries (3.88%) refer to pages or subdomains
which are malformed.

• 3 entries (0.68%) are not hosting any gambling
content (empty DNS A record, expired or parked
domain names): loosecannonholdem.com, unibet-
1.com and venicegames.com

While the Hellenic Gaming Commission has specif-
ically asked for URL blocking, since it has posted a
blacklist with URLs inside, ISPs would only be able to
block them if they had previously installed some kind of
DPI mechanism. That mechanism would give the abil-
ity to ISPs to look inside the payload of packets, and
more specifically at the layer 7 contents where the ac-
tual URL of an HTTP request is referenced. A problem
that arises though is what would have happened to the
HTTPS URLs included in the blacklist. In order to be
able to filter HTTPS URLs one needs to actually perform
an active man-in-the-middle attack on every HTTPS con-
nection in order to decrypt the SSL/TLS, layer it and look
at the unencrypted payload.

Instead of filtering using DPI, all but one (Vodafone)
of the aforementioned ISPs make use of DNS hijacking
to block access to the blacklisted domains. This censor-
ship method provides a different IP address of the re-
quested domain/site than the actual one, redirecting the
user to some other destination. Each ISP has chosen to
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redirect users to a website of their own where they dis-
play a generic warning that the site is filtered.

We have discovered that the content blocking was
sometimes implemented incorrectly and in many cases
the users were not informed that a specific website ad-
heres to the EEEP policy, leading them to assume that
the website encountered a technical problem (HTTP 404
error or Connection timed out), which effectively obfus-
cates deliberate censorship. It is unclear how frequently
the ISPs evaluate the effectiveness of their filtering rules,
resulting in outdated and poorly implemented blacklists
and in the surprising fact that none of them exactly com-
plies with the EEEP policy. Unfortunately, without trans-
parent methodologies and review on the blocking tech-
niques it is quite difficult to be assured of the effective-
ness of the filtering systems.

Furthermore, DNS hijacking can be quite easily cir-
cumvented and is highly ineffectual for blocking access
to content, since the user could simply use a different
DNS service. There are numerous issues introduced with
DNS hijacking such as network security threats [35],
phishing attacks [36] and privacy violation [37].

6 Conclusion

Throughout our research we highlighted flaws in the im-
plementation of betting website censorship. Neverthe-
less, we do not aim for a properly implemented censor-
ship of any kind. Instead, our intention is to make all
those problematic issues visible, which arise when cen-
sorship is invoked as a method to approach a social or
public issue.

ISPs in Greece have not provided any kind of notifica-
tion to their customers informing them how the blocking
took place, why this happened and if they can opt-out
from the service. Lack of transparency on behalf of the
providers permits them to block and censor arbitrary In-
ternet destinations according to their needs, thus follow-
ing a blocking-at-will strategy. Internet destinations may
be accessible or not, while users have no reasoning about
it. That would lead to deliberate abuse of citizens’ acces-
sibility and view of the Internet.

Censorship of some betting sites in Greece was im-
plemented as a way to forbid residents of Greece to bet
on websites that do not intend to pay taxes, whereas the
claimed goal of the censors is to prevent players from
betting. As examined in section 5, censorship imple-
mentations includes some major side-effects: users are
not only forbidden to play on these websites, but they are
also now unable to communicate (via email) with these
companies. Censorship is thus not limited to a specific
problem (tax evasion) but it is massively affecting user
experience and communication.

7 Future Work

Based in our methodology described in Section 3.2 per-
forming network measurements daily, weekly and upon
renewal of the EEEP blacklist per ISP significantly im-
proves the contribution of our research study. Further-
more, we consider our research study of gambling cen-
sorship a low risk, but high impact network measurement
that could be applied to different countries ISPs.
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A Appendix

A.1 Vodafone DPI
In this section we demonstrate the case of DPI found in
Vodafone ISP. We use the application curl to fetch the
HTTP headers of the domain rivernilecasino.net, the
request is not blocked and transmitted to the legitimate
server of the domain. The response is listed in Listing 3.
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HTTP / 1 . 1 302 Moved T e m p o r a r i l y
Date : Sun , 31 Aug 2014 1 2 : 3 8 : 0 1 GMT
S e r v e r : M i c r o s o f t−I I S / 6 . 0
X−Powered−By : ASP . NET
X−AspNet−V e r s i o n : 4 . 0 . 3 0 3 1 9
L o c a t i o n : h t t p : / / www. v e g a s p a r t n e r l o u n g e .

�→ com / g e n e r i c / i n f o r m e r . a sp ? Subgid
�→ =987228& Count ry = Greece&b t a g =
�→ r i v e r n i l e c a s i n o . n e t&b t a g 2 =16& b t a g 3
�→ =&b t a g 4=&b t a g 5 =

Set−Cookie : R i v e r N i l e C a s i n o = b t a g =
�→ r i v e r n i l e c a s i n o . n e t&b t a g 2 =16& b t a g 3
�→ =&b t a g 4=&b t a g 5 =; domain=
�→ r i v e r n i l e c a s i n o . n e t ; e x p i r e s =Mon ,
�→ 01−Sep−2014 1 2 : 3 8 : 0 0 GMT; p a t h = / ;
�→ HttpOnly

Cache−C o n t r o l : p r i v a t e
Conten t−Type : t e x t / h tml ; c h a r s e t = u t f −8
Conten t−Length : 279
C o n n e c t i o n : keep−a l i v e

Listing 3: HTTP headers of rivernilecasino.net

Similarly we change the URL to
www.rivernilecasino.net (adding the www subdo-
main) and grab the HTTP headers, the request also
passes through to the legitimate server. The response is
listed in Listing 4.

HTTP / 1 . 1 302 Moved T e m p o r a r i l y
Date : Sun , 31 Aug 2014 1 2 : 3 8 : 2 8 GMT
S e r v e r : M i c r o s o f t−I I S / 6 . 0
X−Powered−By : ASP . NET
X−AspNet−V e r s i o n : 4 . 0 . 3 0 3 1 9
L o c a t i o n : h t t p : / / www. v e g a s p a r t n e r l o u n g e .

�→ com / g e n e r i c / i n f o r m e r . a sp ? Subgid
�→ =785274& Count ry = Greece&b t a g =www.
�→ r i v e r n i l e c a s i n o . n e t&b t a g 2 =16& b t a g 3
�→ =&b t a g 4=&b t a g 5 =

Set−Cookie : R i v e r N i l e C a s i n o = b t a g =www.
�→ r i v e r n i l e c a s i n o . n e t&b t a g 2 =16& b t a g 3
�→ =&b t a g 4=&b t a g 5 =; domain=
�→ r i v e r n i l e c a s i n o . n e t ; e x p i r e s =Mon ,
�→ 01−Sep−2014 1 2 : 3 8 : 2 8 GMT; p a t h = / ;
�→ HttpOnly

Cache−C o n t r o l : p r i v a t e
Conten t−Type : t e x t / h tml ; c h a r s e t = u t f −8
Conten t−Length : 283
C o n n e c t i o n : keep−a l i v e

Listing 4: HTTP headers of www.rivernilecasino.net

Finally using the same URL as the one published in
the blacklist ( www.rivernilecasino.net/index.asp ), the
request gets proxied via Vodafone ISP. The HTTP head-
ers of the response is listed in Listing 5.

HTTP / 1 . 1 301 Moved P e r m a n e n t l y
S e r v e r : WebProxy / 6 . 0
Date : Sun , 31 Aug 2014 1 2 : 3 9 : 0 1 GMT
Conten t−Length : 0
L o c a t i o n : h t t p : / / 1 . 2 . 3 . 5 0 / ups /

�→ n o a c c e s s g a m b l i n g . htm
C o n n e c t i o n : keep−a l i v e

Listing 5: HTTP headers of rivernilecasino.net

A.2 Reproducing the results with
ooniprobe

We first install ooniprobe following the install instruc-
tions for our system [24]. We have used the command
in Listing 6 to generate our reports the file parameter
contains a formatted list of the EEEP blacklist [39].
The parameter ”file” denotes the list of URLS to per-
form GET and POST requests. We have used a text
file (EEEP Blacklist.txt) with the blacklisted entries pub-
lished from EEEP [39].

o o n i p r o b e b l o c k i n g / h t t p r e q u e s t s −− f i l e
�→ E E E P B l a c k l i s t . t x t

Listing 6: Running ooniprobe HTTP requests test
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A.3 EEEP Blacklist Malformed Entries
http://backgammon.betoto.com/backgammon.aspx
http://betting.stanjames.com/Blog
http://casino.betoto.com/casino.aspx
http://casino.bwin.com/el/casino/home
http://el.pacificpoker.com/el/
http://en.betclic.com/
http://en.everestcasino.com/
http://en.expekt.com/
http://games.betoto.com/games.aspx
http://games.bwin.com/el/games/home
http://gr.sportingbet.com/stoixima-kazino-games-poker-bonus
http://home.betoto.com
http://i.spin3.com/rubyfortune/en
http://poker.betoto.com/poker.aspx
http://poker.bwin.com/el/poker
http://sports.bwin.com/el/sports
http://tatts.com/goldencasket
http://tatts.com/nswlotteries
http://tatts.com/tattersalls
http://tatts.com/tattsbet
http://t.rubyfortune.com/en/
http://web.boylesports.com/UK/1/BingoHome#action=bingohome
http://www.138sungame.com/en-gb
http://www.1bet.com/EN/index.html
http://www.1king.com/EN/casino.html
http://www3.bet90.com/en/
http://www.3dice.com/index.php
http://www.50starscasino.com/english/eur/index.html
http://www.777.com/play-blackjack.html
http://www.888sport.com/bet
http://www.allslotscasino.com/aq/aff/home.html#_
http://www.begado.eu/
http://www.betcasinograndbay.com/en/Index.html
http://www.betjupiterclub.com/Index.html
http://www.betlakepalace.com/Index.html
http://www.betroadhousereels.com/Index.html
http://www.betsson.com/start/el/
http://www.betvictor.com/sports/en
http://www.bulldog777.com/
http://www.bwin.com/default.aspx
http://www.casinoeuro.com/el/
http://www.casinokingdom.eu/
http://www.casinolasvegas.com/en/index.html
http://www.casinosplendido.com/
http://www.cherrygoldcasino.com/uk/
http://www.cosmikcasino.com/?lang=en
http://www.crowneurope.com/en/
http://www.deuceclub.com/?lang=en
http://www.domgame.com/
http://www.duel5.com/en-casino
http://www.everestcasino.com/en
http://www.firstwebcasino.com/#_
http://www.gowildcasino.com/en/
http://www.grandeaglecasino.com/en/index.html
http://www.grandonline.com/
http://www.harrycasino.com/en/
http://www.interwetten.com/el/Default.aspx
http://www.kerchingcasino.com/index.do
http://www.kingsolomons.com/greek/
http://www.lotusasiacasino.com/en-US/index.html
http://www.luckycreek.com/en/index.html
http://www.mandarinpalace.com/en-EU/index.html
http://www.maria.com/en
http://www.okonlinecasino.com/el/
http://www.palacevipcasino.com/english/usd/index.html
http://www.pkr.com/en/
http://www.planetcasino.com/uk/
http://www.portomasolive.com/portal/portal/index.jsp
http://www.redbet.com/en/
http://www.rivacasino.com/el/
http://www.rubyfortune.com/en/
http://www.scasino.com/en/index.html
http://www.slotastic.com/en/
http://www.slotsville.com/index.html
http://www.smartlivegaming.com/welcome.html
http://www.spinpalace.com/greek/
http://www.stanjames.com/Landing.aspx
http://www.sunbingo.co.uk/tv/movie/
http://www.suprocasino.com/en-gb/
http://www.vernons.com/home
http://www.wildjackcasino.com/#_
http://www.windowscasino.com/greek/
http://www.youwin.com/en
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